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Develop module - My preferred process 
(basic steps) 

 Apply lens Profile Corrections 
 Crop (if required) and straighten 
 Look at the histogram 

 Tweak the exposure watching for clipping 
 Adjust Whites, Blacks, Shadows and Highlights 

 Check the white balance 
 Apply a grad filter if necessary 
 Is any cloning or healing required for spots 
 Colour adjustments HSL 
 Sharpening 
 Noise reduction 

 



Develop module - My preferred process 
(additional steps, if required) 

 Vertical and horizontal transform controls 

 Local adjustment brush 

 Tone curve 

 Use of external editor 

 



Lens Corrections 
 Allows fixing of lens problems such as 

distortion, chromatic aberration, 
vignetting and perspective correction 
“non-destructively”. 

 Tick the box to apply lens profile 
corrections. 
 Usually all the other parameters are set 

automatically by reading the metadata in the 
image file. 

 If they are not you have to set the make and 
model from the drop down lists. 

 You can configure Lightroom to apply 
this correction automatically during 
import. 



Crop and Straighten 
 Drag the crop frame to resize or click on the 

Aspect icon to allow you to draw a crop box 

 You can create custom crop sizes 

 You can click Auto to straighten horizons or 
drag the slider or drag in the number field. 

 You can also click the spirit level icon and then 
draw a line on your image that you want to be 
horizontal. 

 

 



Rotate a photo 
 To rotate a photo 

 Go to the Photo menu 
 Rotate Left (CCW) 

 Keyboard shortcut 

 PC  Ctrl + [ 

 Mac  Command +[ 

 Rotate Right (CW) 
 Keyboard shortcut 

 PC Ctrl + ] 

 Mac Command + ] 

 There are also flip options 
 

 

 



Histogram and  
Basic adjustment panel 

 Controls 

 Drag the sliders as required 
or 

 You can drag in the histogram to 
adjust Blacks, Shadows, 
Exposure, Highlights and Whites 

 If you hold down Alt (PC) or 
Option(Mac) key when you drag 
the image will change to show 
clipping allowing you to back off 
the control. (see next slide) 

 



Histogram and Basic  
Adjustment Panel 

 Optimising the histogram 
 
 Hold Alt (PC) or Option (Mac) key 

whilst dragging the exposure slider  
right such that clipping does not 
occur (Blue and white bright up) 

 Similarly drag the whites slider to 
the point of clipping and then back 
off. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Repeat the process for Blacks but in 
this case the clipping will show as 
yellow and red bright ups.   

 The same method can be used to 
check the highlights. 
 

 The final check is always does it 
look visually pleasing. If not make 
further adjustments by eye. 



Show image clipping 
 Press J key in Develop module to show highlight and shadow 

clipping 

 Red = highlight clipping 

 Blue = shadow clipping 

 You can also switch these  
on individually by clicking  
the small triangles at each  
end of the histogram 

 



White Balance and Tint 

 On most occasions the camera gets the WB correct 
when Auto White Balance mode is used. 

 In artificial light some adjustment may be necessary. 

 Shooting in RAW gives maximum options to correct. 

 Three methods 
 Drag WB left to cool down or right to warm the image 
 Click the eye dropper and select a neutral tone on the image 

as shown on the right. 
 If you do not like it try another part of the image. 

 Lightroom also has some built in presets that can be 
selected. 
 



Grad filter 
 

- 

 Select the Graduated filter tool. 
<Key M> 

 Drag down from the top or up 
from the bottom 

 Tip – Hold down shift when 
dragging down to keep the filter 
horizontal 

 Make the required exposure 
adjustments 

 Tip – To reset all the sliders hold 
down the Alt key and click on the 
Reset text at the top of the box. 
This also works in other panels 
just look for the Reset text at the 
top of the panel 

 The degree of gradation can be 
adjusted by dragging the top line 
closer or further from the centre 
line. 

 The selected mask overlay can be 
shown by selecting the tick box at 
the bottom of the screen 

 Multiple grads can be used as in 
this example 

 To remove areas of the filter 
mask select the Brush option and 
the Erase brush as shown here. 
Then brush out the areas you 
want to delete from the mask 

 



 The Clarity and Vibrance 
controls can be used to add a 
bit of punch to a photo 

 Clarity works on mid tones 

 Vibrance changes the intensity 
of the colours in a smarter way 
than saturation. Less impact on 
skin tones. 

 Use the sliders individually 

 Or try the Punch Preset in the 
Lightroom General Presets 

 The Saturation slider can be 
used to make minor tweaks 

 The B&W panel is superior for 
converting to black and white 

 Use the HSL panel to change 
Saturation by specific colour 

 

Presence – Clarity Vibrance Saturation 



Clone / Heal tool 

 To remove unwanted objects, spots or artefacts select the Spot 
removal Tool or <Key Q> 

 In this example the Heal mode is to be used to remove the gull 

 Set the Brush size accordingly  

 Adjust the feathering to allow the healed section to blend in with 
the surrounding area.  

 Paint over the item to be removed 

 Release the mouse button and Lightroom will remove the object 
and replace it with its best guess at filling in the hole. 

 You can drag the target area to a new location if you need to 
make a correction. 

 



Hue/Saturation/Luminance 

 Hue – Another word  
for colour 

 Saturation – How  
pure or intense a  
given hue is 

 Luminance – The 
relative degree of 
black or white that’s 
been mixed with a 
given hue 



HSL/Color/B&W panel 

 Used to make changes to Hue/Saturation/Luminance 

 You can select any one of these parameters to make 
changes. The first example below shows the 
Saturation adjustments selected. 

 To make adjustments 
  Drag the sliders to achieve the desired effect. 

 Alternatively you can click on the circle icon (highlighted in the 
panel below) and then place the cursor over an area of colour that 
you want to adjust. Drag up or down to change the saturation of the 

selected colour. 

 Another option is to  
select the All option  
as shown on the far  
right which makes all  
the sliders visible.  
For this option there 
are three separate 
icons to allow you to  
click and drag in the  
image for HS and L 

 



HSL/Color/B&W panel 

 If you select the Color option in the panel you 
are presented with this set of controls. 

 This is just a variation of the previous option but 
the sliders are ordered by colour. 

 You can just choose one colour to work with by 
clicking the colour icon in the top row. 

 Operation is similar to the previous methods. 

 There is no option to click and drag in the image 
for this method. 



HSL/Color/B&W panel 

 This method is far superior 
to just turning down the 
saturation on the Presence 
Panel. 

 Selecting the B&W controls 
changes the image to Black 
and White and allows you to 
change the contribution of 
each of the original images 
colour to the shades of grey 
in the conversion. This is the 
equivalent of using colour 
filters on a black and white 
film camera. 

 You can also use the pick 
tool to click in the image and 
adjust the level of the picked 
colour. 

 You can also use an external 
B&W conversion tool like 
Silver Efex Pro 2 (Free!) 

 



Split Toning 
 This not something that I use very much 

 It is the digital equivalent of an old dark room 
technique used to introduce two tones for 
highlights and shadows on black and white images 

 It can also be used on colour images to introduce 
subtle tones to the highlights and shadows 

 To use it click on the colour box and choose the 
required tone. You can vary the hue and saturation 
by working in the colour picker or by adjusting the 
sliders. 

 The balance slider lets you define the split between 
highlights and shadows. If you push it to the far 
right everything in the image will be treated as a 
highlight. Push it to the far left and everything will 
be treated as a shadow. 



Photo Merge HDR 
 To merge a group of bracketed photos you can use the Photo Merge option within Lightroom 

 Select the group of photos to be merged 
 Right click (PC) or Control click (Mac) and select <Photo Merge><HDR…> or this can be accessed via the Photo menu 
 If there has been any movement in the images between shots then you will want to select the amount of de-ghosting to apply 
 Click Merge. Lightroom will then process the images into a single HDR image. 
 You can then apply the usual exposure adjustments to give the desired effect.  

 The Lightroom HDR utility is fairly basic. Other options are: 
 Merge to HDR Pro if you have Photoshop  
 Blending layers in Photoshop using layer masks 
 Photomatix  Pro 6 

 

 



The Adjustment Brush 
 The full range of exposure and other adjustments are available but 

localised to the size of brush selected. 

 Can be used to dodge and burn. Presets are built in for this. 

 Auto mask can be selected to contain the effect within hard edges. 
However, sometimes fringing can be seen. 

 There are two brushes A and B. You can set each by clicking on the A 
or B and setting it as required. E.g. small and large brush. You can 
swap quickly by clicking the letter. 

 If you make a mistake click and hold the Alt key (Option on Mac) and 
the brush changes to an eraser tool to brush out the mistakes. 



The Radial Filter 
 Works like the Graduated filter but in a radial manner 

 Can be used to lighten or darken the area outside the main 
subject 

 A full range of exposure and colour controls are available 

 Can also invert the mask to give the opposite effect 



Transform – Verticals and Horizontals 
 Always apply lens profile corrections before this 

step. 

 There are a number of Auto options as 
highlighted on the right. 

 To manually make the corrections move the 
appropriate slider to correct the distortion. 

 If you do not select the Constrain Crop option 
you will end up with white spaces which will 
have to be cropped out later or clone filled. 

 

 



Virtual Copies 
 Very useful for comparing different versions of an image 

 Does not duplicate the base RAW file. Therefore the copies take up very little 
space. 

 To create a Virtual Copy 
 Right click (PC) or Control click (Mac) and select <Create Virtual Copy> 

or 
 From the Photo  menu select  Create Virtual copy 

or 
 PC use Ctrl +’     or    Mac Control +’ 

 Virtual copies are marked in the film strip and grid view by a folded corner as 
shown below 



Before and After view 
 Located at the bottom of the Develop Loupe window  

is a button which allows you to cycle between before and after views.  

 Can also be accessed by hitting the Y key. 

 Within this mode there are several display options including a split screen 
comparison. 

 



Noise Reduction 
 Noise becomes more of a problem at higher ISO settings. 

 Warning – Noise removal is generally achieved at the 
expense of losing some detail in the photo.  

 Noise in photos comes in two types;  
 
Colour noise  and  Luminance noise. 

 



 View image at 100% 

 Use the Detail Panel 

 Controls 
 For RAW images Lightroom will by default set the 

Colour Noise reduction to 25 and Smoothness to 
50. 

 Adjust the Colour or Luminance slider to reduce 
the noise to an acceptable level but avoid 
overdoing it or you will lose detail. 
 The detail slider controls the noise threshold, so 

adjusting this to a higher value will protect detail in 
edges but may be at the expense of some residual 
noise. 

 

 

Noise Reduction 



Noise Reduction 

 Luminance Noise Reduction 

 Zoom to 100% 



Noise Reduction 

 Colour Noise Reduction 

 Zoom to 100% 

 In this example luminance noise was also present. 



Sharpening 
 View image at 100% 

 Use the Detail Panel 

 Controls 
 Amount – The amount of sharpening. Too much will increase noise. 
 Radius – size of sharpening around edges 
 Detail – the amount of sharpening on the details of the image. Too much will considerably 

increase noise. 
 Masking – Allows you to mask out areas that will not be sharpened. 

 Use Alt (PC) or Option (Mac) key with sliders to see the effect on the mask(as 
below right) or the radius and detail amounts. 

 Do not over sharpen! You cannot correct an out of focus image. 



Develop Presets 
 Within the Presets panel in the Develop module are 

various Black and White and Colour effect presets. 

 The example below has used the Sepia Tone preset plus 
the Vignette 1 preset with some adjustment made to the 
vignette. 

 User presets can be created to speed up the application 
of some of your favourite adjustments. 
 The panel on the right shows presets created to apply lens profile, 

sharpening, noise reduction and punch to an image in a single click. 



Create User Presets 
 A User Preset can be created from a set of adjustments applied to a particular  

photograph. 

 To create a Preset click on the + in the top RH corner of the panel 

 The following dialogue box will appear allowing you to decide which of the 
settings you want to save. 

 Give the Preset a name and hit Create. This is now available to apply to any image 
in the catalogue. 



The History Panel 
 A single change can be removed by using the 

Undo menu option  
or (PC) Ctrl + Z   
(Mac) Control +Z 

 However a more versatile option is to make 
use of the History Panel 

 Located on the left of the Develop screen. 

 Shows all the changes made to the image. 

 You can click on any item in the list and the 
image will change back to that stage of 
processing. 

 If you click to an older state and start making 
changes then you will lose all the later history 
states – they will be replaced by your new 
edits. This is useful for stepping back a long 
way with edits. 

 Unlike Photoshop the change history does 
not disappear when you close Lightroom. 



Copy and Paste Develop Settings - 1 

 If you have a batch of similar exposures you can copy develop settings and paste them 
into multiple images as a starting point. 

 On a PC right click (Mac Control click) on the image that you want to copy the settings 
from and select <Develop Settings><Copy Settings> 

 The copy settings dialogue box will appear as below. 

 Check the boxes on the settings that you want to copy. You can us the check all or 
check none options to assist. Then hit Copy. 

 



Copy and Paste Develop Settings - 2 

 To paste the settings 
 Select the image or multiple images in the film strip 

 Right click (PC) or Control click (Mac) and select Paste Settings 

 All the chosen settings will be applied to the selected images 

 Generally this creates a good starting point for a batch of images but further 
adjustments to each individual image are usually required. 

 



Keyboard shortcuts  
These pages contain 
just a selection. 
Refer to the in-built 
help for a full list 










